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Please supply all artwork in .eps format, fonts outlined, layers flattened with bleeds as requested below. Spot colours to be specified or provide 
a corporate style guide.

We have a range of printers that print up to 1440dpi, to avoid creating extremely large file please consider the viewing distance of your banner / 
sign. If you have any concerns about image resolution please ask for a physical sample first.

We use a PC platform so ensure all files are PC compatible. Note that while every effort is made to check artwork carefully during the print process, 
the onus is not on us to spell check or proof read artwork supplied to us.

Print ready artwork will generally be printed ‘as supplied’ unless specifically requested to modify or recreate ourselves.

Sitemax will always supply an electronic proof to approve prior to print, if you require a physical sample, please contact us.

SMALL VINYL STICKERS
Resolution 300ppi at full size minimum for images
Bleed 5mm bleed to all sides
Artwork size Supply full scale artwork

SIGNS
Resolution 150ppi at full size minimum for images
Bleed 10mm bleed to all sides
Artwork size Supply full scale artwork

SMALL BANNERS
Resolution 150ppi at full size minimum for images
Bleed 20mm bleed to all sides
Artwork size 25% or larger

LARGE FORMAT PRINTING 
Resolution  36ppi at full size for images minimum for bannermesh and shadecloth. 76ppi at full size for solid vinyl banners typical, please 

consider viewing distance when deciding on resolution.
Bleed 50mm bleed top and bottom, no bleed either sides required. No crop marks
Artwork size 10% of full size

BRANDED SITECLAD
Resolution Vector format only, no images
Bleed Not required
Artwork size Any size vector only file

Sending Files : You can send files by email, we recommend this for files 4MB or less, or login to our website and use our Send This File service. 
Alternatively, put all files onto a memory stick and mail to us.

Disclaimer: 
Sitemax will always supply an electronic proof to approve prior to printing, physical print proofs are available on request.
Sitemax will only be responsible for colour and resolution outcomes if the client purchased a production print proof for the job. If this is required please contact your support person to arrange this, the cost for a A4 size 
print proof on most print methods is approx $40 including delivery.
Please specify spot colours and corporate layouts as required. While we make every effort to check artwork prior to printing, copy supplied to us including phone numbers will be printed ‘as supplied’. Please check the 
proof returned as the reponsibility for correcting spelling errors and omissions is on the customer.
Quoted lead-times apply from sign off of final artwork proof, or supply of hi resolution images / logos if required.
The client acknowledges that for the requested design as detailed in the proof, they are the owner of any applicable copyright, or has approval from the owner of any copyright and thereby indemnifies Sitemax Group of 
the production of the requested designs. 
Sitemax reserves the right to refuse a print request if the requested job is deemed to be in any way unsuitable.


